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ADVISORY BOARD OF THE SUBJECT CENTRE FOR LANGUAGES, LINGUISTICS 
AND AREA STUDIES

MEETING ON 21 JANUARY 2003 IN CILT, LONDON

Present
Professor Richard Towell (Chair) (RT)
Professor David Bickerton (DB)
Dr Keith Brown (KB)

Dr Esther Daborn (ED)
Dr Jude Davies (JD)
Ms Alison Dickens (AD)
Ms Dawn Ebbrell (DEb)
Professor Dick Ellis (DEll)
Dr Hilary Footitt (HF)
Dr Louise Haywood (LH)
Dr Andrew Hassam
Professor Michael Kelly (MHK)
Dr Lid King (LK)
Professor Martina Lauster (ML)
Professor Rosalind Marsh (RM)
Dr Bertie O Corrain (BC)
Dr Paul Rowlett (PR)
Mr Derek Winslow (DW)
Professor Sharon Wood (SW)
Ms Vicky Wright (VW)
Ms Liz Ashurst (EJA)



In attendance
Dr John Canning, Professor Dick Johnstone (DJ)

1.	Apologies for absence

Professor Marianne Howarth
Mr Barry Jackson
Ms Elspeth Jones
Mr Terry Lamb
Mr Ray Satchell
Professor Penny Sewell
Professor Anne Stevens
Professor Yusir Suleiman

2.	Welcome to new members and terms of reference
The following members were welcomed to the Advisory Board
Esther Daborn
Jude Davies
Louise Haywood
Andrew Hassam
Martina Lauster
Sharon Wood

RT reminded those present that the Advisory Board served as a vital link between the Subject Centre and subject associations.  It was important for board members to report back to subject associations on relevant Subject Centre activity.  HEFCE would want to know that communication was effective.  The Advisory Board also had a monitoring role and was therefore charged with evaluating the performance of the Subject Centre Director every two years.  RT reported that he and MHK had met in July 2002 to review progress.  RT also noted that his term as Chair of the Advisory Board was due to expire in July 2003, though this was renewable for a further three year term.  As the Chair was nominated by UCML, the UCML executive would need to decide whether RT should continue as Chair of the Advisory Board or be replaced.
Action HF

Many of the new members of the Advisory Board were women. RT noted that this would have helped redress the gender balance of the Advisory Board but that it would be important to monitor the balance of old and new universities.
3.	Minutes of the last meeting and matters arising
These were accepted as a true record of proceedings though a request was made for one section on the development of resources to be reworded.  This was agreed.

Departmental correspondents and secretaries of Subject Associations
EJA noted that staff at the Subject Centre had done some work to identify those departments not represented on the contacts database.  She also requested that all board members send in the names of secretaries of Subject Associations if they had not already done so.
Action All board members
Community languages
The Subject Centre had raised with the Generic Centre the issue that qualifications in community languages were not recognised by admissions tutors in some HEIs.  It was recognised that all HEIs had autonomy over their admissions procedures.  HF suggested that the Subject Centre should raise this with HEFCE.
Action SC

Pedagogic Research project
DE reported that the LTSN would have been happy to fund a project looking at teacher training but the review panel for the project had not chosen to prioritise those looking at primary and secondary training owing to the large number of bids received. The successful projects are:
Peer and self-assessment in conference interpreter training (Leeds, Heriot Watt, Newcastle and Westminster)
The portfolio as a learning tool in languages: an effective means of embedding good learning practice or palliative for languages under threat? (Central Lancashire)
Ab initio language teaching in Scottish Universities (Paisley)
Listening and Learning: Student and Staff Perceptions of Oral Assessment in American Studies (Liverpool Hope University College)
Teaching across cultures: Anglophone area studies and student diversity in an international context (Lampeter and Gloucestershire)   However the linguistics project is looking at training teachers in research skills.  Forty applications for funding were received and six projects were accepted.  The project would be holding a research methods workshop led by Professor Rosamond Mitchell on 26 February.  More than six institutions were involved in projects, as some of the projects were collaborative. 


4.	Report on recent activity
EJA presented the report on recent activity distributed as part of the papers for the meeting.  In addition to this, she noted that the Lingua Project ‘Opening the Door’ had recently held its first meeting of project partners.  DJ noted that he was pleased that a partnership had been developed between the Subject Centre and Scottish CILT to provide support for colleagues in HE in Scotland.  

RT commended the Good Practice Guide to members of the board. The guide is a web-based collection of commissioned articles written by recognised authorities in their field.  The guide contained interesting articles, which could not be found elsewhere.  He felt that the guide deserved a high profile and urged board members to inform their communities about it. He also commended the materials bank, a collection of web based teaching materials in a wide variety of formats.  

VW noted that all Subject Centre project deliverables would be used to develop the Good Practice Guide or the Materials Bank further.  DB, Chair of the Editorial Board, reported that a meeting of the Board was scheduled for the end of February when there would be discussions as to how the editorial board could be retained to support other Subject Centre activity.  RJ stated that the outcomes of the Pedagogical Research project should help to provide more specifics of good practice in the Good Practice Guide.

5.	Subject Centre – future developments
MHK introduced the discussion document, which had been distributed to board members.    The University of Hull had withdrawn from the Subject Centre partnership at the end of December 2002.  Interim arrangements had been put in place to cover the activity, which had been contracted to the Hull team (Institutional visits, Learning Technologies workshops, Special Interest Group in Learning Technologies, Software Resources).  The Learning Technologies SIG was due to meet shortly The group met on 19 February 2002 and provided useful comments on proposals for developing the Learning Technologies part of the SC strategy and the Subject Centre would arrange institutional visits if there was a demand for them.  The software resources collection had gone to the University of Hull.  RT and LK supported the interim arrangements outlined in the document.  

The discussion document proposed that, from August 2003, the £48, 000 released by the withdrawal from Hull be divided two ways. Half should be allocated to the Southampton team to enable it to support learning technology.  The other half should be allocated to a partnership fund to which institutions would be entitled to bid.  

The board approved the establishment of a partnership fund.  It was suggested that, rather than using the fund to finance a series of small and possibly diverse projects, the funding should be dedicated to one or two areas so that deliverables would be more substantial.  It was generally agreed that a project in the area of e-learning could potentially create outputs, which were of great benefit to the constituency as a whole.  KB requested that there might be some mapping of current activity in Learning Technologies as part of the project.  LK noted that CILT had developed a considerable amount of expertise in this area.  

DB recommended that the allocation to Southampton should help to finance some in-house expertise in learning technologies though MHK noted that he was reluctant to propose a direct replacement for Janet Bartle.  

MHK noted the steer from the Advisory Board and agreed to develop a call for bids for a project in Learning technologies. MHK has developed a call for expressions of interest in the area of Learning Technologies; this has been discussed with the Learning Technologies Special Interest Group and will be refined further at the meeting of the Subject Centre Management Group at the end of February.  
Action MHK

Subject Centre Priorities
Members of the board had been given a document outlining the high, medium and low priority issues for the Subject Centre.  The document represented a relatively unrefined record of a brainstorming exercise carried out by some members of the Subject Centre team.  The document led to a considerable number of questions and comments.  

MHK noted in response that the document aimed to signal to subject centre staff which areas needed a greater concentration of effort, which ones were being given a satisfactory level of resource and which would be covered if the subject communities signalled them as needing more attention.  He stated that the Subject Centre did not aim to be the transmission-belt of government policy nor a lobbying organisation but rather a body that provided information and support to its subject community and, when appropriate, feedback to government bodies on the views of the community.  To date, the Subject Centre had not received enquiries about European Standards and there had been no requests for workshops for new staff. This explained why these were given a lower priority than might have been expected.  It was agreed that broadening work on recruitment to address the widening participation agenda more fully would be helpful and that the work of the FDTL projects should be integrated into other Subject Centre activity.  It was also pointed out that some of the priorities could be well addressed by the Generic Centre. 

6.	Review of Quality enhancement bodies
MHK reported on the forthcoming publication of the Cook report into HE Quality Enhancement agencies.  The call for the report had come from Vice-Chancellors who believed that there was a proliferation of QE bodies (HESDA, ILT, LTSN).  Concerns had been expressed about repetition and overlapping of activity.  The report was likely to recommend an Academy of Learning with the remit of accrediting professional development, organising generic staff development and providing subject specific support and expertise.  Subject Centres were viewed as very successful and therefore the future of the Subject Centres was reasonably promising.  RT noted that at the meeting of the Chairs of Advisory Boards there had been strong expressions of support for Subject Centres.  They had achieved a good degree of credibility and trust in the subject communities.  

7.	National Languages Strategy and 8.  Collaboration and Partnerships
MHK noted that the National Languages Strategy did nothing to prevent potential hollowing out of departments as the decline in applications for modern languages degrees was noted but not regretted.  LK noted that the document was not very detailed.  He welcomed the merger between CILT and the LNTO but noted that the relationship between this merged body, the national director for languages and the proposed regional partnerships was as yet unclear.  There would be a need to scale up teacher training for primary teachers and students to help deliver the primary languages strategy.  

SW noted that useful lessons on language learning at primary level could be learned from activities in Scotland.  DJ noted that the resources allocated to deliver the primary languages strategy in Scotland had been insufficient.  

RT noted that the Strategy was going to make demands of HE who were not used to working collaboratively with other sectors or with other institutions. HE departments would need to start thinking about possible partnerships.  HF noted that UCML were hoping to regionalise in England and that there was scope for UCML, CILT and the Subject Centre to work together to encourage regional collaboration. 


8.	Any other business and date of the next meeting
The date and venue of the next meeting would be advised.  Since this meeting, there has been confirmation that the next meeting would take place at SOAS on 20 May 2003.  Further information would follow.  


